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Introduction
If you are in college now you know what's going on at all the frat houses around campus. What you
don't know is that years after you graduate you'll still be wishing you were at a kegger surrounded by
teen hotties who aren't afraid to get jiggy with strangers. College Wild Parties brings you real coed sex
action from campuses around the country and the girls in these videos are smokin' fuckin' hot!

Adult Review
College Wild Parties is a porn site that's hard to not fall in lust with. Not only are there there tons of horny guys and gals
having a hardcore blast, but the party isn't over until some random chick's face gets blasted with cum!  And when one bash
finishes you can just move on to the next, because right now there's a total of 151exclusive episodes and a brand new one is
being added every other week.
  
  On the off chance that you get sick and tired of watching horny college coeds sucking and fucking their way through school,
then you're also covered.  A full membership to College Wild Parties also cums with access to loads of additional hardcore
websites, each which features hundreds more exclusive porn videos.  Make sure you don't sign up for a trial option, otherwise
all bets are off.  And also make sure you check out the listing of extra sites that appears right next to this review.
  
  The movies at College Wild Parties are available as both downloads and streams.  Some of the older scenes are not
downloadable, but those which are do not come attached with any DRM.  You have a choice between WMV and an
embedded flash-based player for the streams, whereas WMV is the only available option for the downloads.  The resolutions
range from small 56k clips to full length 1068 x 600 resolution near-HD WMVs.
  
  You'll notice that the movies here are pretty long.  That's because there's plenty of generic party action that's also shot in
between the hardcore fucking and sucking.  Generally speaking, the camera moves through the various rooms of the party
where you can get a good sense of the vibe and also check out real college sluts having a rowdy good time.
  
  At some point the camera will settled on an extremely horny slut (or group of sluts in some scenes), and she'll then get
fucked silly in the middle of a room while drunk guys and girls shout out their approvals and requests.  It shouldn't cum as a
surprise that the chicks getting laid aren't just random party-goers, but since the scenes have no cast ID it makes it difficult to
know what porn star you're watching.
  
  All College Wild Parties episodes also have exclusive picture galleries, and they look pretty good since they're not shot in a
real production studio.  But even the photographers do a great job staying away from dimly lit or blurry shots, the resolution
of the pics is only 800 x 533.  This is a whole lot smaller than what many other porn sites offer these days, so hopefully these
still shots get upgraded soon.

Porn Summary
As you get a first person tour through these College Wild Parties, keep your eye out for the horniest sluts in the room.  And
they shouldn't be hard to find, since they're usually naked and sucking dick!
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